Leather Loop and Metal Key Chain

**CG-2640**

Whether hanging them up or carrying them, you'll never lose hold of your keys with the Leather Loop and Metal Key Chain. This elegant key chain features a solid black or brown leather loop carrying strap fixed to a gleaming chrome key tag plate where your custom-engraved logo will stand out. A sturdy clasp and key ring provide additional peace of mind.

Available in **2 colors**
- Black
- Brown

---

Metal Slider Rope Key Chain

**CG-2340**

Lightweight and stylish, the Metal Slider Rope Key Chain is a great combination of function and promotion. This low-profile key chain features a custom-engraved metal disc that slides up and down on a braided rope loop attached securely to a key ring. Available in multiple colors, this key chain is a perfect way to show your pride.

Available in **9 colors**
- Red
- Black
- Blue
- Green
- Burgundy
- Purple
- Navy
- White
- Orange

Available March 15th
Wood and Metal Key Chain
CG-2440
For a key chain that embodies class and style, consider the Wood and Metal Key Chain. This slim and lightweight key chain has a glistening chrome tag plate, laser-engraved with your logo, set against an aged wood look key tag. A secure, easy-swing clasp fastens securely to a key ring. This key chain will turn heads no matter where the road takes you.

Available in 1 color
Wood

Resin and Metal Key Chain
CG-2540
The mix of metal and other materials can produce some amazing results, and our new Resin and Metal Key Chain from is no exception. This key chain features three different resin color style key tags that serve as the perfect backdrop for a shiny chrome tag plate with your custom-engraved logo.

Available in 3 colors
Black/Grey  Blue  Red
Black Frost Key Chain

CG-1070

Represent your company in and out of the car with the Black Frost Key Chain from Sutter’s Mill Specialties. Every part of this stunning key chain is a rich matte black, which provides the perfect backdrop for your laser-engraved brand and logo in frost effect on a raised key tag plate. The moveable clip ensures the key chain will always hang properly.

Available in 1 color

- Black

Monument Gunmetal Carabiner Key Chain

CG-1080

Carabiner key chains are incredibly useful, but as you know - they're typically not the most fashionable items. That changes with the Monument Gunmetal Carabiner Key Chain. This exquisite key chain has a symmetrical gunmetal carabiner fob with a large display space for your laser-engraved brand and logo, and is attached to a key ring by a black leather strap. Now that’s function and style!

Available in 1 color

- Gun Metal
Color Puff Key Chain

**CG-9022**
Want a unique promotional item that is sure to be an eyecatcher? Then check out our Color Puff Key Chain. This one-of-a-kind key chain features a soft puff ball and three connected circular disks, each with your brand and logo custom-engraved in the center. A sturdy, easy-open clip allows you to hang the key chain from a backpack or belt loop. Available in multiple colors to perfectly meet your marketing needs.

Available in 7 colors
- Red
- Black
- Blue
- Green
- Burgundy
- Purple
- Pink

Silver and Velour Oval Key Chain

**CG-1090**
An eye-catching blend of two materials, our Silver and Velour Oval Key Chain is sure to be a promotional hit. Each gleaming silver key chain features a soft velour insert in multiple available colors, custom-engraved with your brand and logo for a look that is both classic and contemporary.

Available in 6 colors
- Red
- Blue
- Green
- Burgundy
- Purple
- Grey
**Black Frost Key Chain**

**CG-1100-BLK**

Represent your company in and out of the car with the oval Black Frost Key Chain from Sutter's Mill Specialties. Every part of this stunning key chain is a rich matte black, which provides the perfect backdrop for your laser-engraved brand and logo in frost effect on a raised key fob plate.

**Available in 1 color**

- Black

---

**Micro LED Valet Key Chain**

**TL-600**

Never be stuck without a light again with the Micro LED Valet Key Chain. This slim and stylish key chain has a small but powerful LED light activated by a black ribbed button on the fob, while an easy-open swivel clasp allows you to remove keys quickly. Your brand and logo will stand out in black on the silver surface.

**Available in 1 color**

- Silver
Contemporary Metals Key Chain (Rectangle)

CG-1157

With the Contemporary Metals rectangle key chain, you’re receiving a quality piece that will stand the test of time. Each gold or silver key chain features your laser engraved logo in black on the brushed brass or brushed rhodium finish. A silver clasp and key ring provides security and ensures the rectangular plate will always hang properly.

Available in 2 colors
- Silver
- Gold

Contemporary Metals Key Chain (Round)

CG-1158

Keep your keys looking fresh with the Contemporary Metals Key Chain. One of our most visually appealing pieces, this round key chain features your logo meticulously engraved on either a brushed brass or brushed rhodium finish.

Available in 2 colors
- Silver
- Gold
Detachable Ring Leather/Metal Key Chain

CG-2040

Available in 1 color
Black

Silicone Double Ring Snap Key Chain

CG-1840

Available in 9 colors
Black, Blue, Green, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, White, Burgundy
KEY CHAINS

Prestige Leather Key Chain
CG-1050
Available in 1 color
Black

Monument Gunmetal Key Chain
CG-1060
Available in 1 color
Gunmetal

28" Retractable Badge Reel
CG-9020
The 28" Retractable Badge Reel is perfect for keys and identification cards. Made of stainless steel and engraved, this badge reel is professional looking and reliable.

Available in 2 colors
Blue  Black
Carbon Fiber Leather and Metal Key Chain

CG-1542
An upgraded look to our best-selling key chain! This key chain is comfortable and elegant, and now features a striking carbon fiber accent.

Carbon Fiber Leather and Metal Key Chain II

CG-1642
An upgraded look to our best-selling key chain! This key chain is comfortable and elegant, and now features a striking carbon fiber accent.

Leather Strap Key Chain

CG-1940
The Leather Strap Key Chain features a metal body ideal for a logo and leather loop for carrying. This key chain is a slender and convenient addition to our line.

Available in 4 colors

- Red
- Black
- Burgundy
- Blue
Top Selling Key Chains

Get the edge on the competition with these Top Sellers. With a wide range to choose from, you are certain to find something that will leave a lasting impression.
Top Selling Key Chains

Get the edge on the competition with these Top Sellers. With a wide range to choose from, you are certain to find something that will leave a lasting impression.
Leather & Metal Key Chains

Unique quality leather and metal key chains. Durable and classy.
Duo Leather Key Chain

Our leather key chain series provides a classic look with a great area for your logo.
CD Effect Teardrop Key Chain

The CG-1014 is an updated edition of one of our all time best selling key chains. This key chain features a unique color “CD Effect” that makes your logo pop.
Wave Key Chains

Open the door to new opportunities with exquisite taste and functionality using our Wave Key Chain. This key chain features a unique "CD Effect" in all colors, wave design and chrome accent. Order the Wave today!
Spinner Key Chains with CD Effect

Open the door to new opportunities with our new Spinner Key Chain series. This Key Chain features a unique "CD Effect" in all colors and a chrome accent. Order one and start spinning today!
Double Ring Key Chain

Our Double Ring Key Chain provides utility and looks, while displaying logos on vibrant matte colors.
Valet Collection

Pull away from the competition with these outstanding key chains that allow you to keep your private keys with you in all situations.
Cable Collection
Contemporary brushed silver finish key chains with the utility of a cable attachment and lock.

Padlock Cable Key Chain
Sturdy metal with locking loop and classic padlock shape.

Retro Collection
The Retro Collection from Sutter's Mill brings back those memories when highways blended with the environment like Route 66.
KEY CHAIN COLLECTIONS

Classic Collection
Style and grace are the hallmarks of the Classic Collection. Available in a wide variety of shapes and styles for those that demand the very best.

Vogue Collection
Imagination, craftsmanship and value join together in the creation of this top-selling line of key chains.
KEY CHAIN COLLECTIONS

Elegance Collection
Unique in quality and beauty of design, the Elegance Collection key chains will complement any style or taste.

Jeweled & Womens Collection
Join the fashion world's rank and file. Make these brushed metal key chains with crystal accents a part of your day's uniform. For both young and old, it's a unique way to stand out from the rest of the crowd.
COLORED VALET SERIES

Color Valet Key Chains

Choose from Silver, Black, Pink, Purple, Burgundy, Green, Gold, or Blue in a hand-polished nickel finish. Brighten the world of your customers today.
Anodized Aluminum Valet Key Chains

This American designed valet key chain is constructed with an aluminum body, brass components and features a scratch and damage resistant anodized finish. This beautiful piece will dazzle your clients!
Colored Oval Key Chains

This perfectly sized, aluminum oval key chain features a scratch/damage-resistant anodized finish that allows you to proudly display your colors.
Whistle Key Chains

This aluminum whistle provides a valuable safety tool when needed and is useful for multiple other functions. Its durable metal construction has a scratch and corrosion resistant anodized finish.
FLASHLIGHT BOTTLE OPENER SERIES

Flashlight Bottle Opener

Our Flashlight Bottle Opener is the perfect marriage between looks and utility. This product features an anodized aluminum finish to resist scratching, a 3-LED flashlight and a bottle opener.
Heart Collection

It doesn't have to be Valentine's Day to feel the love!
The growing range of key chains available in the Heart Collection are sure to inspire!
Heart-Shaped Key Chain with Picture Frame

Take your loved ones with you wherever you go with the Heart-Shaped Key Chain with Picture Frame. This charming accessory features a heart-shaped key fob with your logo engraved on the back, and a small frame for a personal photo on the front. A chain attaches the heart to a sturdy key ring for security. Choose from multiple colors for a treasured piece.

Available in 10 colors
TRILLIUM COLLECTION

Trillium Collection
Open the door to new opportunities with these key chains, accenting exquisite taste and functionality.
**KEY CHAINS**

**Bottle Shaped Wine Opener**

*CG-6160*

Available in 10 colors:
- Black
- Blue
- Burgundy
- Gold
- Green
- Orange
- Pink
- Purple
- Red
- Silver

**Carabiner**

*CG-3730*

Available in 4 colors:
- Black
- Gold
- Purple
- Silver
KEY CHAINS

Bottle Opener Lanyard with Carabiner

CG-6150

Available in 4 colors

Green  Orange  Pink  Purple

Square Bottle Opener Key Chain

CG-6142

Classic Bottle Opener Key Chain

CG-6140